This paper is concerned with the estimation of state trajectory of linear discrete time dynamic systems subject to parametric uncertainty over the compound erasure channel that uses feedback channel intermittently. For this combination of system and channel, using the data processing inequality and a robust version of the Shannon lower bound, a necessary condition for channel capacity in estimation of state trajectory at the receiver, giving almost sure asymptotically zero estimation error, is presented. Then, an estimation technique over the compound erasure channel that includes an encoder, decoder, and a su cient condition under which the estimation error at the receiver is asymptotically zero almost surely is presented. This leads to the conclusion that over the compound erasure channel, a condition for Shannon capacity in terms of its rate of expansion is necessary and su cient in estimation with uniform almost sure asymptotically zero estimation error. The satisfactory performance of the proposed technique is illustrated using simulation.
Introduction 1.Motivation and background
One of the issues that has begun to emerge in a number of applications, such as networked control systems , is how to estimate the state trajectory of a dynamic system over a communication channel subject to imperfections (e.g., noise and limited capacity). In these applications, estimation means how to transmit information about the state trajectory of a dynamic system and reconstruct it reliably in real time at the receiver. In these applications, it is essential to nd methodologies for designing proper estimator over, for example, data links subject to data dropout and limited capacity.
In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the state trajectory of a linear time-invariant *. E-mail address: afarhadi@sharif.edu doi: 10.24200/sci.2017. 4375 dynamic system subject to parametric uncertainty over the limited-capacity compound erasure channel (i.e., the packet erasure channel with unknown erasure probability) that uses feedback channel with duty cycle, 2 (0; 1]; where is a rational number as shown in = 0 means non-availability of feedback channel while = 1 means full-time availability of feedback channel. In some emerging applications, such as tele-operation of micro autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), it is necessary to transmit the observation signal of the dynamic system to remote base station where the controller is located over a limitedcapacity communication channel subject to imperfections. Thus, in these applications, it is necessary to estimate the state trajectory of the dynamic system using the transmitted observation signal over communication channel to produce the proper control commands. The block diagram of Figure 1 presents the block diagram of this estimation problem that occurs in tele-operation of micro UAVs and AUVs. Although it is known in the context of information theory that feedback channel does not increase the capacity of Discrete Memoryless Channels (DMCs), it signi cantly simpli es the design of encoder and decoder [23] , compensating for the e ects of channel imperfections and reliably estimating the state of the system in control over communication problems. The simplicity of the design of encoder and decoder is a required property in control over communication as complicated design results in signi cant time latency between making measurements from dynamic system and applying the corresponding control commands, which obviously damages the performance. This motivated us to use feedback channel in the block diagram of Figure 1 . Nevertheless, the full-time availability of feedback channel (i.e., = 1) in the block diagram of Figure 1 requires the feedback channel signal to be transmitted with high power full-time. This results in signi cant power consumption at receiver in order to transmit noiseless feedback channel fulltime. Therefore, it is more desirable to use noiseless feedback channel that is only available intermittently (i.e., 2 (0; 1)) to avoid exhausting receiver power supply.
In the block diagram of Figure 1 , the communication channel is a limited-capacity compound erasure channel. It is a packet erasure channel [18] with unknown erasure probability. The packet erasure channel is an abstract model for the commonly used information technologies, such as the Internet, WiFi, and mobile communication; accordingly, we consider it in this paper.
As linear dynamic systems are an important class of systems, in the block diagram of Figure 1 , we are concerned with the class of linear time-invariant dynamic systems. Having chosen a suitable dynamic model for the system, the de ning parameters of the system are usually estimated from a sample of experimental data. However, there is always uncertainty associated with any estimation. This results in parametric uncertainty in many models. Therefore, systems subject to parametric uncertainty form a large and important class of dynamic systems and have been considered in many studies, such as [24] [25] [26] [27] . Hence, in this paper, we are concerned with the state estimation of linear time-invariant dynamic systems subject to parametric uncertainty over the compound erasure channel.
The problem of almost sure estimation of linear time-invariant dynamic systems over the packet erasure channel that uses feedback channel full-time has been addressed in the literature (e.g., [11, 18] ). In [18] , it was shown that the eigenvalues rate condition described by the Shannon capacity was tight. That is, the following condition: C X fi:ji(A)j1g log j i (A)j;
where C denotes the capacity of the DMCs and i (A) denotes the eigenvalues of linear time-invariant noiseless dynamic system, is the necessary and su cient condition for an estimation over DMCs with almost sure asymptotically zero estimation error. Linear time-invariant dynamic systems subject to uniformly bounded exogenous disturbances over the DMCs (with and without feedback channel) have also been considered in the literature, and it is shown that the following condition: where C 0 denotes the Shannon zero error capacity [23] , is the necessary and su cient condition for estimation over DMCs (with and without feedback channel) giving almost sure asymptotically bounded estimation error [22] (i.e., lim sup t!1 jjX t X t jj < 1, where X t is the state of the system andX t is its estimate). As the Shannon zero error capacity of noisy DMCs with and without feedback channel is zero, this result indicates that we cannot estimate the states of linear time-invariant dynamic systems subject to uniformly bounded exogenous disturbances over noisy communication channels. The problem of almost sure bounded stability of controlled nonlinear Lipschitz systems over the digital noiseless channel was addressed in [17] , in which a su cient condition relating transmission rate to Lipschitz coe cient was presented for almost sure asymptotic bounded stability. Note that the problem addressed in this paper is quite di erent as we consider di erent dynamic system, di erent communication channel, and di erent objective. In this paper, we present the necessary and su cient condition for uniform almost sure asymptotic estimation of linear time-invariant dynamic systems over the limitedcapacity compound erasure channel. The problem of optimal reference tracking of linear time-invariant dynamic systems over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel was addressed in [19] . Also, the problem of optimal reference tracking of linear timeinvariant dynamic systems over the packet erasure channel with known erasure probability was addressed in [20] . Moreover, the problem of optimal reference tracking of linear time-invariant systems over AWGN channel in feedback path or forward path was addressed in [21] . Note that in [19, 20] , the objective is to make the system output follow a desired reference signal, while in this paper, the objective is to estimate the state trajectory of the system at the end of communication, as shown in Figure 1.
Paper contributions
The main novelty of this paper is in the necessary and su cient condition for Uniform Almost Sure Asymptotic Estimation (UASAE) over the limited capacity compound erasure channel.
For the block diagram of Figure 1 , we present necessary and su cient conditions that provide UASAE when feedback channel is not necessarily available fulltime. Using an information theoretic approach, we derive a necessary condition for this type of estimation over the compound erasure channel. This necessary condition is given in terms of the Shannon capacity and the Shannon lower bound, which are related to the rate of expansion of the Shannon entropy of the dynamic system. This leads to the eigenvalues rate condition described by the Shannon capacity. In the absence of uncertainty in the dynamic system, we are also able to present a su cient condition for which UASAE holds over the compound erasure channel. The su cient condition is also given in terms of the rate of expansion of the Shannon entropy of the dynamic system. Hence, this paper extends the previous results (e.g. [18] ) to cases in which both the dynamic system and communication channel are subject to uncertainty and feedback channel is not necessarily available full-time. It also complements the previous results (e.g. [22] ) by considering parametric uncertainty instead of uniformly bounded disturbances and showing that in the presence of uncertainty in the communication channel, the eigenvalues rate condition described by the Shannon capacity is a tight bound for UASAE.
Paper organization
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to problem formulation. In this section, we describe the compound erasure channel and the notion of uniform almost sure asymptotic estimation. In Section 3, we rst describe the notions of Shannon capacity, rate distortion, and Shannon entropy. Then, a necessary condition for UASAE is presented. In Section 4, a su cient condition for this type of estimation is given. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5. Proofs are given in the Appendix.
Problem formulation
This paper is concerned with the communication system (CS) shown in Figure 1 , which is de ned in a complete probability space ( ; F( ); P ) with ltration fF t g t0 . Here, X t , Y t , Z t ,Z t , andX t are random vectors denoting the state of the dynamic system, observation, channel input, channel output, and the state estimate, respectively, at time t 2 N + f0; 1; 2; g. Note that X t 2 R q , Y t 2 R d , andX t 2 R q . In the CS shown in Figure 1 , we can use feedback channel with duty cycle, 2 (0; 1], where is a rational number. = 0 corresponds to the case of non-availability of feedback channel while = 1 corresponds to its fulltime availability. This is shown by a switch with a known policy.
Throughout the paper, we adopt the following notation. Random Vectors (R.V.s) are denoted by capital letters, while a realization of a R.V. is denoted by a lower-case letter. Sequences of R.V.s are denoted by Y T 0 (Y 0 ; Y 1 ; ; Y T ). We denote by A 0 the transpose of A, where A is either a matrix or a vector, and by A 1 the inverse of a square invertible matrix A.
We denote by jj jj the Euclidean norm on the vector space, R q ; by jxj the absolute value of a scalar, x 2 R; and by M( The di erent blocks of Figure 1 representing the CS are described below:
Information source: The information source is described by a dynamic system subject to parametric uncertainty.
In this paper, we are concerned with an information source described by the following uncertain linear discrete time dynamic system:
where X t 2 R q is the state of the system at time t 2 N + ; A 2 M(q q) is the nominal (known) system matrix; initial condition, X 0 , has a known density denoted by p 0 ; Y t 2 R d is the observation (the source output); and C 2 M(d q). The unknown matrix t 2 M(q q) represents the uncertainty in the system parameters. At any time t 2 N + , it is a measurable function:
where`is a known non-negative scalar representing the radius of uncertainty. Let P x t , t 2 N + denote the probability measure associated with the state variable, X t 2 R q , i.e., P x t (B) P (X t 2 B), B 2 B(R q ). We assume that P x t admits of a density function p t , i.e., P x t (B) = R B p t (x)dx, 8B 2 B(R q ). Since System (1) is uncertain, the information source is also uncertain, in which the uncertainty in source is characterized by a family of probability measures, M S;t ( M 1 (R q )), induced by R.V. X t = ( Q t 1k0 (A + k ))X 0 , where k takes values from the set B`(M(q q)). In other words, the source is represented by the family of probability measures, P x t 2 M S;t . Note that the case`= 0 corresponds to a known system, which is the nominal system; Communication channel: From the bit-wise perspective, the channel input is`0,'`1,' and`idle' and the channel output is`0,'`1,' and`idle'. That is, when the channel is not in use, it is in`idle' mode. But, from the packet-wise perspective, in this paper, we are concerned with the discrete memoryless limited-capacity compound erasure channel. It is a packet erasure channel [23] with the channel input alphabet Z = f0; 1g R (where R 2 f1; 2; 3; g is the length of transmitted packet in a channel use) and the output alphabetZ = Z S feg (where e stands for the erasure symbol). The erasure probability is unknown to both transmitter and receiver. However, the unknown erasure probability belongs to a known set , which is a compact (and proper) subset of [0; 1); Encoder: We introduce three classes of encoders, namely, Class A, Class B, and Class C. Let E 2 B(Z) and z t 1 0 = (r 0z0 ; r 1z1 ; ; r t 1zt 1 ), where r j = 0 corresponds to the case of inactive feedback channel at time instant j and r j = 1 corresponds to the feedback channel being active. At any time t 2 N + , Class A, Class B, and Class C encoders are modeled by stochastic kernels Q A t (Ejy t 0 ; z t 1 0 ), Q B t (Ejy t 0 ; z t 1 0 ;z t 1 0 ), and Q C t (Ejy t 0 ; z t 1 0 ; z t 1 0 ), respectively. Note that the Class A encoder does not use the channel outputs, Class B encoder can use all the channel outputs up to time t 1 via feedback channel, and Class C encoders can only use (via feedback) some of the channel outputs; Decoder/estimator: At any time t 2 N + the decoder is a mapping of the channel outputsZ t 0 onto the state estimateX t 2 R q . It is described by a stochastic kernel Q D t (Ejz t 0 ), E 2 B(R q ). Note that as the channel output is ternary, the decoder can identify the length of transmitted packet;
Deterministic switch: In many practical applications, providing a noiseless feedback acknowledgment from receiver to transmitter in each time step is di cult and/or expensive. Therefore, in this paper, we use feedback channel with duty cycle, 2 (0; 1], where = 0 corresponds to the inactive state of the feedback channel and = 1 corresponds to the active state (i.e., available all the time). This is shown by a switch with a known switching policy in the CS shown in Figure 1 . In many applications, a tracker of a signal process, giving almost sure zero estimation error, is desirable as it results in almost sure stability of the controlled system. Therefore, in this paper, we are concerned with this type of estimation. The objective is to nd necessary and su cient conditions for the Shannon capacity in which UASAE, as de ned below, holds. Figure 1 described by the uncertain System (1) and the compound erasure channel. For System (1), UASAE holds if there exist an encoder and a decoder such that for any > 0, there exists a nite time T ( ) 0, such that:
De nition 2.1. Consider the CS shown in
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the erasure probability and the distribution of t are not known to transmitter and receiver. But, the set , the non-negative scalar representing the radius of uncertainty,`, and are known a priori.
Necessary condition
In this section, a necessary condition in which UASAE holds is derived for the CS shown in Figure 1 . This condition is obtained by establishing a relationship between the Shannon capacity, robust rate distortion, and a variant of the Shannon lower bound. These are information theoretic measures, which we will recall in this paper.
Consider the compound erasure channel, as described earlier, and let Z t 0 andZ t 0 be sequences of the channel input and output symbols, respectively. Let Z 0;t Q t k=0 Z denote the space which contains Z t 0 (i.e., Z t 0 2 Z 0;t ). For any given erasure probability 2 , let Q 0;t (dzjz) denote the stochastic kernel corresponding toZ t 0 and Z t 0 . Further, let P z 0;t (B) P (Z t 0 2 B), B 2 B(Z 0;t ) denote the probability measure corresponding to the sequence Z t 0 . The Shannon capacity of the above channel, which is the maximum rate in bits per channel use at which information can be sent with arbitrarily low probability of error, is de ned as follows.
De nition 3.1 (The Shannon capacity of the compound erasure channel) [28] . Consider the compound erasure channel, as described above. The capacity of this channel for t+1 channel uses is de ned
; denotes the mutual information between sequences Z t 0 andZ t 0 (and the superscript emphasizes the dependency of the mutual information on parameter ). Then, the Shannon capacity in bits per channel use is given by C lim t!1 1 t+1 C t .
For the compound erasure channel, the capacity for achieving input probability mass function is the same for all the channels in the family 2 .
Therefore, for these channels, we have [29] :
It is shown in [30] that the feedback capacity of the memoryless compound channel is given by:
where:
Hence, it follows from Eq. (2) that feedback does not increase the capacity of the compound erasure channel. However, as shown in [23] , it can signi cantly help in simplifying coding scheme. Note that for a compound erasure channel with the channel input alphabet Z = f0; 1g R (where R is the length of transmitted packet in each channel use), output alphabetZ = Z [ feg, and unknown erasure probability 2 , it is veri ed that C t = inf 2 (1 )(t + 1)R and therefore, C = inf 2 (1 )R. Next, we recall the de nition of robust rate distortion and then, we establish a relationship between the Shannon capacity and the robust rate distortion for reliable data reconstruction. Let X t 2 R q denote the source message with distribution P x t andX t 2 R q the corresponding reconstruction. Suppose that the source is uncertain in the sense that its probability measure is unknown, but the set M S;t M 1 (R q ) to which it belongs is known. That is, P x t 2 M S;t M 1 (R q ). Let D 0 denote the distortion level and let:
represent the set of stochastic kernels satisfying the distortion constraint where (x x) is the di erence distortion measure. For example, the distortion measure can be chosen either as r-moment measure (i.e., Then, the robust rate distortion for the uncertain source is de ned as follows.
De nition 3.2 (The robust rate distortion) [31] .
Consider the information source as described above.
The robust rate distortion corresponding to the family M S;t is given by:
As shown in [31] , when M S;t is a compact set, inf sup in Eq. (4) can be exchanged with sup inf. Furthermore, when the messages are produced according to an i.i.d. distribution, the rate distortion R t (D), as de ned above, has an operational meaning and it represents the minimum rate for which uniform reliable data reconstruction up to the distortion level D holds. For most of distortion measures and source distributions, nding an explicit analytical expression for the rate distortion as a function of t and D is di cult. Therefore, approximating the rate distortion function by a lower bound, which can be easily computed, is useful. In the following lemma, we present a lower bound for the (robust) rate distortion in terms of the (robust) entropy of the source message. We use this lemma to present a necessary condition for UASAE.
Toward this goal, consider the uncertain information source, as described above, and suppose that P x t admits of a density function p t . Denote the Shannon (di erential) entropy associated with the density function p t by H(p t ), which is given by [23] : Proof. See Appendix.
Consider the CS shown in Figure 1 , with the corresponding mathematical model as described earlier. At time t, the state of the system X t is observed and the observation is encoded and transmitted via the channel to the receiver. Then, the receiver produces the state estimateX t . The encoder uses (via feedback) the past channel outputsZ t 1 0 or Z t 1 0 and/or the past channel inputs Z t 1 0 to produce the current channel input Z t . The decoder also uses all channel outputs Z t 0 to produceX t . This system is subject to the conditional independence property. That is, X t ! Z t 0 !Z t 0 !X t forms a Markov chain. From now on, we denote this communication system by the pair (B`; ) to emphasize the uncertainty in the source and channel.
A necessary condition for uniform reliable data reconstruction capability of the communication system (B`; ), in the sense that E[(X t X t )] D, 8 2 , and 8 k 2 B`(M(q q))(k t 1), is given in the following theorem. Theorem 3.4. Consider the communication system ((B`; )) as described above. For a given distortion level D, suppose that the limit, lim t!1 1 t+1 R t (D), exists. Then, a necessary condition for the existence of an encoder and a decoder (estimator) for the uniform reliable data reconstruction is that the following inequality holds:
Proof. See Appendix.
We have the following remarks regarding the above result. Remark 3.5.
(i) The necessary condition (5) is independent of the class of encoders and therefore, it holds for all the encoders: Class A, Class B, and Class C; (ii) The di erence distortion measure ( ), used for the expression of the rate distortion R t (D), is chosen according to the desired reliable data reconstruction capability. For example, for moment reconstructability (i.e., EjjX t X t jj r D), we choose (x x) = r (x x). By combining Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we have the following necessary condition for UASAE. Theorem 3.6. Consider the communication system (B`; ), as described above. Suppose that lim t!1 1 t+1 sup P x t 2M S;t H(p t ) exists. Then, a necessary condition for which UASAE holds is that the Shannon capacity C must satisfy the following inequality:
Corollary 3.7. Consider the communication system (B`; ). Suppose that the initial state X 0 of the information source (1) has nite entropy. Then, a necessary condition for which UASAE holds is:
where: Proof. See Appendix.
We have the following observation regarding the result of Corollary 3.7. Remark 3.8.
(i) Since the set B`(M(q q)) is compact and det( ) is a continuous function, there always exists o 2 B`(M(q q)) satisfying Relation (7); (ii) It is clear that the larger the`is, the larger is the required capacity for UASAE to hold. In other words, the larger the system uncertainty is, the larger is the required capacity. For the purpose of illustration of the necessary condition (7) , we present the following example. Example 3.9. Consider the CS shown in Figure 1 .
Suppose that the dynamic system is the uncertain system (1) with: where jj t jj `= 1 (recall that, for each t 0, jj t jj p max ( 0 t t ), that is, maxfj t j; j t jg 1, 8 t 2 N + ). The channel is the compound erasure channel which, at each time step, transmits R bits in each channel use. The erasure probability is unknown and belongs to the set = [0:1; 0:5]. Therefore, the capacity of this channel is C = 0:5R (bits/time step). From Corollary 3.7, we have:
and therefore, the necessary condition (7) is given by 0:5R log 12. This means that for the rates R = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7, we cannot nd any encoder and decoder for which UASAE holds.
Su cient condition
In this section, it is shown that the lower bound given by Relation (7) can also be a su cient condition for UASAE of the nominal version of system (1) (i.e., = 0) over the compound erasure channels. This is shown by developing a di erential coding strategy, which uses feedback channel with duty cycle 2 (0; 1]. Recall that = 0 implies non-availability of feedback channel and = 1 implies its full-time availability.
In this section, it is assumed that = M N (M; N 2 f1; 2; 3; g; M N), where for each N updates on the state estimate, in the rst M updates, feedback channel is used in the encoder of Class C. Again, for simplicity of presentation, it is assumed that the measurement matrix C in (1) is an identity matrix (if C is not an identity matrix but C 0 C is invertible, then Y t (C 0 C) 1 C 0 Y t = X t is treated as the observation signal). Moreover, it is assumed that the encoder and decoder are aware of policies of each other and X 0 has a bounded support in R q .
The di erential coding strategy is described in the proof of the following proposition, which shows that UASAE holds for System (1) over the compound erasure channel. Proposition 4.1. Consider the communication system R q whose capacity is given by C = inf 2 (1 )R, where R is the average transmission bit rate. Suppose that the information source is given by the nominal version of System (1) (i.e.,`= 0) and the encoder is of Class C. Let X 0 have a bounded support and C 0 C be invertible. Then, a su cient condition for which UASAE holds is that the capacity C (measured in bits/time step) satis es the following lower bound:
maxf0; log j i (A)jg = lim t!1 1 t + 1 H(p t ): (8) Proof. See Appendix.
We have the following observation regarding the above result. (i) The su cient condition (8) implies that there exists a coding strategy for which UASAE holds for the nominal version of System (1) over the compound erasure channel that uses feedback channel with duty cycle, 2 (0; 1]. This strategy results in UASAE if the transmission rate R is greater than the rate:
maxf0; log j i (A)jg;
(ii) From Corollary 3.7, it follows that the eigenvalues rate condition described by the Shannon capacity is tight (i.e., the necessary and su cient condition) for which UASAE holds for the nominal version of System (1) over the compound erasure channel. In other words, the eigenvalues rate: q X i=1 maxf0; log j i (A)jg;
is the minimum capacity required for UASAE; (iii) In this paper, we have been concerned with uncertainty in communication channel; and as we have shown above, in the presence of uncertainty in the channel, the eigenvalues rate condition described by the Shannon capacity is tight for almost sure estimation. When a communication channel has limited capacity, it is desirable to have estimation using the minimum possible capacity. As shown above, the minimum required capacity for almost sure estimation equals the eigenvalues rate: q X i=1 maxf0; log j i (A)jg:
In the problem considered in this paper, the information source (dynamic system) is given; therefore, the eigenvalues rate is xed and, in many cases, noninteger. However, non-integer rate:
maxf0; log j i (A)jg; cannot be put on communication channel. Hence, all we can do is proper modi cation of the proposed coding strategy to achieve almost sure estimation by the use of the minimum required capacity. This modi cation is described below.
Consider a small positive real number, , and de ne R min by the following expression:
If R min is an integer number, this rate can be put into the channel by implementing the proposed di erential coding strategy; therefore, we have UASAE by transmission with the minimum required capacity. However, in general, R min may not be an integer number. For this case, we use the following time-sharing strategy to achieve UASAE by the use of the minimum required capacity. In other words, here, we are transmitting information with the minimum required capacity:
Time-sharing strategy
maxf0; log j i (A)jg + :
Now, we must also show that for this time-sharing strategy, UASAE holds. By implementing the proposed coding strategy and noting that here, the transmission rate is speci ed by the above time-sharing law, we have jX t X t j V t , where the random variables, F t , are i.i.d. with common distribution given by: P (F t = 1) = ; P (F t = 2 i ) = (1 )(1 ); P (F t = 2 (1+i) ) = (1 ):
Subsequently, along the same lines of the proof of Proposition 4.1, it is shown that using the above timesharing strategy V t ! 0; therefore, UASAE holds.
Note that when the erasure channel transmits a packet of data, R t , successfully, from the number of received bits, the decoder can identify whether R t = i or R t = 1 + i has been selected by the encoder as the communication channel is assumed to be ternary with input and output 0, 1, idle. This type of channel can be obtained, for example, by implementing an Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) type modulation scheme, in which when the amplitude of the sampled received signal is above V (V > 0), it is decoded as 1 and when it is less than V , it is decoded as 0; otherwise, the channel is assumed to be in the idle mode. Consequently, at each time instant, by counting the number of the received 0 and 1 bits, the length of the received packet can be identi ed. Hence, the decoder can identify which one (i or 1 + i) has been chosen for transmission. Another way for the decoder to know the length of transmitted bits is to choose i or 1 + i deterministically, instead of randomly. Extension of the above strategy to the vector case is straightforward. It is realized by implementing a similarity transformation that turns the system matrix A into the real Jordan form, noting that now the transmission rate is de ned following a time-sharing strategy, as speci ed below:
Let k (A) be the eigenvalue of the system matrix 
Simulation result
The results shown in Figure 2 illustrate the performance of the proposed time-sharing strategy when the communication is via the compound erasure channel, which uses feedback channel all the time (i.e., = 1). Here, it is assumed that the unknown erasure probability, , belongs to the set = [0:1; 0:5]. The dynamic system (1) is assumed to be scalar with A = 3 and`= 0. The initial condition X 0 is uniformly distributed in the interval [ 1; 1], i.e., L 0 = 1. From Corollary 3.7 and Proposition 4.1, it follows that 1 inf 2 (1 ) log jAj = 1 0:5 log 3 = 3:1699 (bits/time step) is the minimum transmission rate for which UASAE holds. However, this rate is not an integer number. Therefore, to have almost sure estimation requiring the minimum capacity C = log jAj = 1:58 (bits/time step) for the case of = 1, we need to implement the proposed time-sharing strategy. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of the proposed strategy for A = 3, = 0, L 0 = 1, = [0:1; 0:5] and = 0:0005. It is clear from Figure 2 that although the erasure probability, , is unknown, after a few iterations, the absolute value of the estimation error (i.e., jX t X t j) converges to zero, while the average transmission rate, R av = lim t!1 1 t+1 P t j=0 R j , equals the minimum required transmission rate 1 inf 2 (1 ) log jAj. That is, here, the capacity C inf 2[0:1;0:5] (1 )R av is going to equal the minimum required capacity 1:58 (bits/time step).
In addition, it is observed that if the above technique is applied to the case where 2 , the estimation error is asymptotically zero. If 1 , 2 where each point in 2 is greater than all the points in 1 , the performance of the case of 2 1 is better than the performance of the case of 2 2 , as expected. Also, if 2 e , where each point in e is greater than all points in , the performance is poor and in some cases, the estimation error may become unbounded. Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the proposed coding and time-sharing strategy when the erasure probability is known and equivalent to = 0:1 and = 1. As it is clear in Figure 3 , the proposed strategy is able to estimate the state of the system with asymptotically zero estimation error by transmission with the minimum rate of 1.7611 bits/time step. However, the performance for this case is not as good as the performance of the other case ( Figure 2 ). This is due to the fact that, as shown in Figure 2 , by taking a conservative approach, more bits are transmitted, which results in a better performance.
Conclusion
This paper extended the previous results to cover the cases in which both the dynamic system and communication channel were uncertain, and the feedback channel had a duty cycle, 2 (0; 1]. A necessary condition in which UASAE held was derived under this general situation. Moreover, a su cient condition was presented in which UASAE held over the compound erasure channels when the dynamic system was not uncertain, but the channel was. Consequently, it was concluded that over the compound erasure channel, a condition for the Shannon capacity in terms of the rate of expansion of the Shannon entropy would be necessary and su cient for uniform almost sure asymptotic zero estimation error. Possible extension for future includes addressing the estimation problem of stochastic nonlinear uncertain dynamic systems over noisy communication channels, which use feedback links with a Markov chain model. Now, as G D is independent of P x t , from the above expression, we have:
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let f P z 0;t g denote the set of all distributions corresponding to the channel input sequence Z t 0 when the source message X t with distribution P x t 2 M S;t is transmitted. Suppose that there exists an encoder-decoder pair such that we have the uniform reliable data reconstruction. Then, it follows from the data processing inequality [23] , as described by I (Z t 0 ;Z t 0 ) I (X t ;X t ) (8 P x t 2 M S;t and 8 2 ) , that, for a given 2 , we have: where Q t is the stochastic kernel corresponding to X t andX t given 2 . By de nition:
Evidently, in mum of the term sup P x t 2M S;t I (X t ;X t ) with respect to Q t 2 M D (P x t ) is independent of Q t . Hence:
is independent of . That is: Therefore, under the assumption of the existence of an encoder-decoder pair that yields an average distortion E[(X t X t )] D, for all k 2 B`(M(q q))(k t 1) and 8 2 , we have C t R t (D), and therefore:
That is, C lim t!1 1 t+1 R t (D) is a necessary condition for the existence of an encoder-decoder pair. This completes the proof. we have: E[(X t X t )] = P (jjX t X t jj > ) ; uniformly with respect to B`(M(q q)) and . Therefore, from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3, the capacity and robust rate distortion must, for all t T ( ), satisfy the following inequalities: In what follows, we consider the scalar system. Extension of the results to the general vector case is straightforward and it follows by implementing a similarity transformation that turns the system matrix A to the real Jordan form [18] .
As the initial state is bounded, we have jX 0 j where j is the center of the j + 1 bin, which contains X t X e t . Note thatX e 0 = 0 and the encoder and decoder are aware of each other's policies when the feedback channel is available; hence, the decoder can determineX e t when feedback channel is available. Consequently, for the time instant t = 0, the decoding error is bounded above by: Then, by following this procedure, we have: At time instant t 2 f1; 2; ; M 1g, where the feedback channel is available, L t = jAjV t 1 and: jX t X t j V t ;
V Nj =F Nj F N(j 1)+M 1 F N(j 1)+1 jA N j F 2N F N+M 1 F N+1 jA N jF N F M 1 F 1 jA N jV 0 =F Nj jAjF N(j 1)+M 1 jAj F N(j 1)+1 jAjjA N M j F 2N jAjF N+M and hence, V Nj along with the sequence V Nj+1 ; ; V Nj+N 1 converges to zero, almost surely, as j ! 1. This completes the proof as jX t X t j V t .
For the vector case, the encoder encodes each element of vector X t X t into R i , i = f1; 2; ; qg bits and transmits a packet with the length of N 
